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“The smartphone market can no longer rely on new owners
for growth. This means that handset manufacturers need
to provide existing smartphone owners with compelling
reasons to upgrade. But this is made difficult by the fact
that smartphones have evolved to the stage where it is
difficult to provide significant improvements.”
– Matt King – Category Director, Technology and
Media Research
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•
•

The challenge of smartphone innovation
Focus on hybrids is key as tablet sales plateau continues
Ultra HD slowly but surely edging HD out of UK households
Social media platforms focusing on live video

There are no signs of imminent further ownership growth in either the smartphone, laptop and tablet
markets, with manufacturers in all three sectors faced with the challenge of finding innovations that will
help them win share from their rivals. Smartwatch ownership, however, continues to grow. Ultra HD 4K
TV penetration is also on the rise, alongside a drop in ownership of HD (720p or 1080p) sets. Mintel’s
data suggests that despite the smartphone market’s maturity, these are by far the most regularlyreplaced device, with many people having bought their most recent handset in the last year. Despite a
shift towards SIM-only deals, many people retain the mindset that it’s the norm to replace their
smartphones every couple of years, if not sooner. Handset manufacturers are launching their own
upgrade programmes to cater for this desire, which is an approach that companies in other sectors
could use to stimulate more frequent replacements.
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This report is part of a series of reports, produced to provide you with a
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Figure 20: Plans to purchase or upgrade mobile phones and smartwatches in the next 12 months (source data), December 2016
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Ultra HD slowly but surely edging HD out of UK households…
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Internet Access and Online Activities – Market Commentary
Social media platforms focusing on live video
Figure 56: Mark Zuckerberg announces Facebook Live, April 2016
Brand followers likely to be most receptive to live streaming
Figure 57: Proportion of consumers who have watched streaming videos (eg YouTube, BBC iPlayer etc) AND liked or followed a brand
on a social media website in the last three months, by age, December 2016
Ephemeral features designed to encourage more sharing
Looking to Generation Z
Spread of ‘fake news’ provides opportunities to push subscriptions
Chatbots have a strong appeal for a young, female audience
Mobile gaming driving app growth
Digital wallets continue to evolve
Figure 58: Managed finances (eg banking, investments, paying bills etc) in the last three months, by device, by age, December 2016
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Technology Buying Habits and Attitudes – Market Commentary
Contracts and hype cycles keep smartphone owners upgrading
Scope remains for innovation in tablets
Convertible laptops can appeal to tablet users too
Age and the replacement cycle
Men aged 16-24 most likely to have purchased a TV in the last year
Figure 65: How recently TVs were bought, by gender/age, December 2016
The most recent buyers of tablets are 35-44s…
…but under-25s the most likely to have bought laptops
Over-65s entering the smartphone market
Figure 66: How recently smartphones were bought, by age, December 2016
Age of children highlights opportunities in the family market
Young, male and affluent consumers keen to buy the latest tech straight away
Figure 67: Level of interest in new technologies: “Interested and would look to buy it within the first year it became available”, by
gender/age, socio-economic group and gross annual household income, December 2016
It’s not just necessity that’s driving parents’ purchases
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Some confusion exists even among enthusiasts

European Comparison Data
Internet access
Figure 68: Methods used to access the internet in the last three months in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK, January 2017
Ownership of consumer technology products
Televisions
Figure 69: Household ownership of televisions in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK, January 2017
Computers, tablets and e-readers
Figure 70: Household ownership of computers in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK, January 2017
Mobile phones and smartwatches
Figure 71: Personal ownership of mobile phones and smartwatches in France, Germany, Italy, Spain and the UK, January 2017
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Data sources
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